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NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Around 200 people gathered in south Nashville to
demand immigration reform that will allow people in the country illegally
to remain on American soil on Thursday.
Chanting "No papers, No fear!" the UndocuBus group rallied supporters
at the Super Mecado La Reyna on Nolensville Pike.
Many of the people in the crowd were undocumented immigrants who
are facing deportment.
Alejandro Guizar, 19, from Knoxville joined the touring protest in
Memphis on Wednesday.
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Guizar is currently facing deportation by Immigration and Customs
Enforcement officials.
"I think now is the time to act because we need to take the momentum
from deferred action, which is a small victory," he said. "What we need is
people to organize and people need to not be afraid to be who they are."
Deferred action refers to a program through the Department of
Homeland Security that will allow young people in the country illegally to
avoid deportation.
To be approved the illegal immigrants must meet a number of
requirements. Many of them mirror the Development, Relief, and
Education for Alien Minors (DREAM) Act.
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The DREAM Act has not gained Congressional approval.
Advocates said more than one and a half million people could end up
being covered by deferred action.
Thousands of people have lined up in cities across the nation to fill out
the necessary paperwork, hoping to earn the right to work in the United
States legally without being deported.
Supporters of the UndocuBus group said the deferred action program does not do enough to reform an
immigration system that deports hundreds of thousands of illegal immigrants each year.
"Deferred action is for youth. We think everybody needs deferred action and relief from deportation,"
Tennessee Immigrant and Refugee Rights Coalition Communications Coordinator Eben Cathey said. "The
people who are [at this rally] are the fabric of our community."
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He continued, "We have people who have been living here for 20 years."
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The UndocuBus tour has made stops in several states with tough laws against illegal aliens, including
Arizona and Georgia.
Yovany Diaz is an undocumented immigrant from the Atlanta area.
The 21-year-old plans to apply to the deferred action program, but said that will not help his family
members remain in the country.
"The decision I made is pretty much because of my mother," he said. "She is an undocumented older
person and I want to empower the undocumented community."
Riders on the bus face the threat of deportation as they travel between the states.
"It is actually scarier if you are in [deportation] proceedings," Diaz said. "It's been a little shaky but being a
strong community is coming together and giving each other strength that's what we want to do."
The bus' last stop is in Charlotte on September 3 just ahead of Democratic National Convention.
They say they want to expand on the policies that have already been passed by the Obama Administration
to help the illegal immigrants who are already in the U.S.
An immigration and customs enforcement agent told Nashville's News 2 via a phone conversation that they
did not plan on doing anything about the protest.
He said they focus on illegal immigrants who've committed high profile crimes, threats to national security
and illegal immigrants who've been deported before or who just got to the U.S.
Aug. 15, 2012: Attorneys offices flood on 1st day of new immigration program
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Sheryl
19 mins ago
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"Riders on the bus face the threat of deportation as they travel between the states".... DO IT!!
Chance to ship a whole Undocubusload home!!
anotherjoe
1 hour ago
0
Share | Flag
Susan every one of my comments have been removed.. Unless your comments are very pc and
agreeable... Poof!
susan
2 hours ago
0
Share | Flag
and this station is taking every remark that is being made negative about this situation and removing
them from the page..but illegal toms remarks are standing strong..imagine that
susan
2 hours ago
0
Share | Flag
and while we are on the topic of them using false names.. tom down here is a good example..an
illegal trying to get their point across by using an american name..
susan
2 hours ago
+2
Share | Flag
im thinking immigration needs to get this bus and everybody on it and send them back to their
respective countries..its kinda sad to come to a city of a few million people and only get a turnout of
200 and THINK you're making progress..these people came here illegally, worked here illegally, drove
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their vehicles without licenses, change their names when the going gets tough, DO NOT RESPECT
OUR COUNTRY OR ITS VALUES, do not conform to our way of living, think of us all as a bunch of lazy
americans because we dont get out and work 12 or 13 hours a day of cheap labor..these people have
way to many children and it is taking a toll on our health and welfare system..they want what they
can get for free..if this is not stopped then in 15 or 20 more years this country will look just like what
sits south of the border..
Ty
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2/3 of immigrants come here legally, so the proper immigration system does work. we have lost
control of this country. buena suerte
Cason Point
10 hours ago
+5
Share | Flag
I think Americans should picket this ****...this is absolutely nuts....and all for his extra votes he
thinks they will bring him in Novemeber out of their gratitude? Hog wash!!!He still aint gonna win then
weve got this huge mess to clean up after him for the followng 4 yrs!!... Im sure he knows that and
is trying to do as much damage as he can before he gets canned...
s
11 hours ago
+5
Share | Flag
Cason, I think Tom bob boy is thanking his master for freeing him and he's gonna vote for him in
November. english please Tom. This is, after all, still the USA and the official language is English.
Spoken and written.
Janice
18 hours ago
+11
Share | Flag
Funny that this happened right before elections........... If he really is concerned why didn't he do this
when he was first elected? He is just trying to get votes anyway he can, he doesn't care about the
kids........
Tom
19 hours ago
-7
Share | Flag
Una nueva ley aprobada el miércoles, ahora somos libres de hablar Inglés.
Cason Point
19 hours ago
+6
Share | Flag
Tom, English dude, English!!!!!
Tom
20 hours ago
-8
Share | Flag
Gracias, Presidente Obama. Se lo debemos a nuestros votos en noviembre!
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